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APOLLO NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE, AND CONTROL SYSTEMS A PROGRESS REPORT. David G. Hoag APRIL 1969. CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS. ACKNOWLEDGMENT This report was prepared under DSR Project 55-23870, sponsored by the Manned Spacecraft Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administr.ation through Contract NAS 9-4065 with the Instrumentation Laboratory of Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
APOLLO NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE, - MIT
Apollo Block II Computer Guidance, Navigation, and Control System Simulator, Charles Stark Draper and MIT Instrumentation Laboratory, 1960s “The guidance equipment for the mission was created out of first principles, prolific imagination, and a lot of hard work.”
Apollo Block II Computer Guidance, Navigation ... - MIT Museum
The guidance and navigation system performs the guidance or steering function primarily on the basis of inertial measurements from gyroscopes, accelerometers, and clocks. During lunar- landing phases and rendezvous phases, optical line-of- sight and radar inputs help to perform the guidance function.
Apollo Astronaut's Guidance and Navigation Course Notes - MIT
E-1250, December, 1962. MIT Instrumentation Laboratory. Abstract. This report reviews briefly the overall functions and operation of the Apollo Guidance and Navigation System, defining its major subsystems and the means by which these subsystems accomplish the necessary guidance and navigation system functions.
Apollo Guidance, Navigation, and Control - klabs.org
The computer system and software that controlled the Apollo 11 spacecraft — called the Apollo Guidance Computer and designed by the MIT Instrumentation Lab team — helped push technology forward in many ways. The computer itself was the first significant use of silicon integrated circuit chips.
Behind the scenes of the Apollo mission at MIT | MIT News ...
The Apollo primary guidance, navigation, and control system was a self-contained inertial guidance system that allowed Apollo spacecraft to carry out their missions when communications with Earth were interrupted, either as expected, when the spacecraft were behind the Moon, or in case of a communications failure. The Apollo command module and lunar module, were each equipped with a version of PGNCS. PGNCS, and specifically its computer,
were also the command center for all system inputs from th
Apollo PGNCS - Wikipedia
Made during the Apollo program, “Guidance and Navigation” is an official NASA film produced circa 1968 detailing those sophisticated and advanced systems tha...
APOLLO PROGRAM GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION SYSTEMS 79974 - YouTube
calculations for navigation and guidance, The achievement of a unified and universal set of equations provides an economy in on-board computer program to perform all the various mission tasks. Section IV covers in detail the mechanization of the inertial sensor equipment of the Apollo guidance and control system.
ON - MIT - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
To solve this challenge, NASA selected the MIT Instrumentation Lab to design and develop the onboard guidance, navigation and control systems for both the Apollo command and lunar modules. An MIT Instrumentation Lab engineer checks Apollo Command Module onboard guidance computer programs in a simulator that could run complete missions to test programs accuracy.
AeroAstro magazine - MIT and Apollo
The Apollo Guidance Computer is a digital computer produced for the Apollo program that was installed on board each Apollo command module and Apollo Lunar Module. The AGC provided computation and electronic interfaces for guidance, navigation, and control of the spacecraft. The AGC has a 16-bit word length, with 15 data bits and one parity bit. Most of the software on the AGC is stored in a special read-only memory known as core rope
memory, fashioned by weaving wires through and around magnetic
Apollo Guidance Computer - Wikipedia
Apollo Guidance, Navigation, and Control (GNC) Hardware Overview This viewgraph presentation reviews basic guidance, navigation and control (GNC) concepts, examines the Command and Service Module (CSM) and Lunar Module (LM) GNC organization and discusses the primary GNC and the CSM Stabilization and Control System (SCS), as well as other CSM-specific hardware.
NASA Technical Reports Server (NTRS)
The Apollo inertial measurement unit provides specific force measurements within the guidance system as well as orientation signals to the control system and the pilot's attitude display.
Apollo Guidance and Navigation - NASA
Charles Stark "Doc" Draper (October 2, 1901 – July 25, 1987) was an American scientist and engineer, known as the "father of inertial navigation". He was the founder and director of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Instrumentation Laboratory, later renamed the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, which made the Apollo Moon landings possible through the Apollo Guidance Computer it ...
Charles Stark Draper - Wikipedia
Philip G. Felleman, "Hybrid Simulation of the Apollo Guidance Navigation and Control System" (1966) [Report]. details and 0 comments F. K. Glick and S. R. Femino, " A Comprehensive Digital Simulation for the Verification of Apollo Flight Software " (1970) [Report].
Document Library
Hamilton then joined the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory at MIT, which worked on the Apollo space mission. Hamilton was initially hired as a programmer for this process but moved on into system designs. Eventually, she was in charge of all Command Module software, which was all the software for navigation and lunar landing guidance.
Margaret Hamilton (software engineer) - Wikipedia
Based on this experience, MIT Instrumentation Lab was chosen as the prime contractor for the Apollo’s guidance and navigation system. The challenges for a pure inertial navigation implementation were significantly different for a journey from the Earth to the Moon and return than for terrestrial applications.
ION Museum: Sextant, Apollo Guidance and Navigation System
That navigational feat was accomplished by the team in Aero-Astro's MIT Instrumentation Lab, which has since become the Draper Laboratory. The lab was headed by Charles Stark Draper, and Battin and David Hoag led the hardware and software design and development for the Apollo Guidance and Navigation System.
To the moon, by way of MIT | MIT News | Massachusetts ...
Apollo Guidance Computer —The first deployed computer to exploit integrated circuit technology of on board, autonomous navigation in space Digital fly-by-wire —A control system that allows a pilot to control the aircraft without being connected mechanically to the aircraft's control surfaces
Draper Laboratory - Wikipedia
MIT - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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